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In sunanary of this paper, the work has govered a

study of the different methods and equipment Cor determing
the ignition temperatures of various substances.

The

results of the survey may be condensed by stating that

approximately thirty-eight terms are used in designating
the ignition tenperature with approximately an equal

number of defintions.
A study of equipment previously used resulted in
the design and building of newer, and it is believed,

improved the accurate determination of ignition

temperatures.
Continuation of the study

and.

further experimental

determinations, together with the establishment of a simple
criterion defining the ignition phenomena should yield
information which will contribute to public safety.
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AN APPARATUS BO R DETERMIN LTG THE

I O-N ITI

ON

TEIvIPERATUES OF ORGANIC SUBSTANCES

INTRODUCTION
A considerable number of terms have been used to

designate the initial burning temperature of
stance.

a

sub-

One of the principal causes of the confusion

is the lack of a clear concept of ignition phenomena.

Unless this process is more completely understood and
an agreement reached as to what factors constitute the

process no single or simple definition is possible, and
the published data are of little practical value.

The

need has been of an apoaratus that is capable of simulating practical conditions and capable of yielding

information that will contribute to the public safety.
Such an apparatus must be elastic as to the

experimental conditions so tbat it may be adapted to
any of the numerous proble:s in the storage of materials
in hazardous locations.

In the studies of case histories

of fires it was found that sufficient information for

sound conclusions was seldom available to the men writing
the reports and some of the more or less intuitive
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conclusions arrived at seem to be physically impossible.

A survey and analysis ¿f the existing literature on
ignition temperature, indicates that there are three

principal reasons for the diversity of results.
First, the various definitions which have been

given for ignition temperature are not on the same
basis with resect to the phenomena of ignition.

The

process has long been known to man and it is rather

difficuJt to define; to quote some authors:

Beyersdorfer (iJ+ Ignition is an occurrence which
produces a visible combustion.

Bunsen (2), The lowest

temperature at which the constituents of a gas mixture
combine.

Nernst

(3),

That temperature to which a point

of the system must be heated to cause combustion.

Plenz (4), The temperature at which fue?, in contact

with air at the same temperature, undergoes oxidation
at such a rate that a marked temperature rise and pro-

dution
Gibbs

of combustion products result.

(6), Schultes

(7),

Van't Hoff (5),

The temperature at wbich the

rate of generation of heat becomes greater than its rate
of dissipation.

Brown (8), The temperature in the

combustible at which the rate of heat developed by
the reactions inducing ignition just exceeds the rate
+Nurnbers in parentheses refer to references listed in

appendix.
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at which heat is dissipated by all causes, under the

given conditions.
3econdly, the exierire nts for the determination
of ignition temperature vary widely in the eauioment

used, procedure, and

aplied experimental conditions.

Continued improvement of experimental procedure and
equirment should add materially to the solution of the
problem.
Finallr the materials themselves vary in both

physical and chemical states.
Because of the lack of :eliahle and consistent

i'nition data on such materials as Paper, wood fiber
etc aparatus has been

desined and built

to determine

the ignition temreratures under systematic variations

of time rate to temoerature increase, volume of air

flow, size and kind, of

snecien and hmnidity.

In the

preliminary tests here reported air at atmospheric

pressre and humidity was used; however, by minor
modIfications the equinment may he adapted to

t

ests

under varying conditions of atmosphere composition,
pressure and moisture content.

DESCRIPTION OF

EQUIPNT

1. Furnace:

The furnace is constructed of two rectangular

boxes, one within the other with vermiculite insulation

between.

(See Figure 1).

The legs, which are electrically

welded to the bottom plate, suDport the total system
above the table and allow a circulatIon of air under
the furnace.

The electrical outlets are made through

transite bolted to the back of the furnace.
The inner tank has six 500 watt and four 350 watt

Chromalox electric strip heaters bolted to the outer
surface to provide the heat input when energized.

The

packing glands through which the pyrex combustion tube
passes are welded in the ends of the inner tank four
inches below the top and in the center of the tank.

These glands are made of two inch standard pipe

51-

inches

long with a packing stop welded inside 1.75 in from the

outside threaded end of the gland.

A standard two inch

pipe cap is bored to accommodate the nyrex tube and used
to compress the asbestos packing around the tube.
2.

Process Controller.
The Process Controller consists of six elements, namely:
1.

Synchronous motor clock

2.

Gear arrangement

3.

Cam

(24 hour)
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4.

Contact arm

5.

Bimetallic element

6.

Anticipatory heater

The synchronous clock is the power and timing element
of the cam drive.

Upon the shaft of the clock is mounted

a stub shaft with four gears of different sizes to provide
a change gear ratio Cor the cam drive

(See Figure 1).

The cam thus far used provides a process of linearly

increasing temperature with time, but cams for other
schedules may readily be designed and used.

The outline

of the cam is determined by the desired process.
The contact arm,

(See Figure 1)

is made of spring

steel and when in contact with the cam excites a Mercoid

relay and closes the heating circuit.

The edge of the

arm in contact with the cam is ground to a hmocycloid
curve along the contact edre in order to maintain a volute

form cam for linear movement of arm with respect to
temperature.
The bimetallic element (See Figure 1), consists
of two metals of unlike compositions and different rates

of thermal expansion.

The metals are bonded together

throughout their contact surfaces, and in this equipment
for mechanical convenience the bimetallic strip has been

wound in plane spiral form in preference to using a flat
strip.

The metal operating range is from room temperature

to 1000 F.
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The bimetallic element rotates the contact arm away

from the cam as the tenperature increases.

The element

was designed inthis manner to operate in conjunction

with normally open relays.

The manufacturers data sheets

for spiral himet2liic elements give an empirical equation
for angu1ar rotation as:
e

=

K (T1

=

Angular rotation of central shaft

-

T2) L

K

Constant of metal and dimensions

T1 =

Final temperature

T2 =

Initial temperatures

L

Length of strip

i

=

In this element the

ength is variable and affords

variable magnification of the temperature-time relation
in any desired process (or earn layout).

a

The anticipator (See Figure 1) is a small heating
e1e:iìent

of high resistance to predict or anticipate the

amount of energy required for
the cam outline.

th e
..

contact arm to follow

The associative energy relations in

mass and temperature between the anticipatory heater
tend to control
n the furnace

fabricated with

th.e

off and. on frequency of the current

coils.
a

This auxiliary heater has been

low mass

so

the temperature oscillations

will be damped within the inner box air chamber.

This

element has also been designed to vary the sensitivity
of the control circuit by moving it up or down the shaft

housing.

High sensitivity may be obtained by placing the

predictor close to the bimetallic element.

3.

The Fecording Potentiometer
The most accurate method for measuring the

electromotive force of a thermocouple is br use of a

potentiometer.

The fundamental

rmncip1es of this

instrument is illustrated by the diagram below.

a

A constant current from the battery B flows

through the slide wire resistance, abc.

One wire

of the couple T is connected to the movable contact b

and the other wire, in series with a sensitive galvanometer,
is

connected to a.

The contact b is moved until the

galvanometer reads zero thus showing that no current
is flowing through the thermocouple circuit.

When this

balance of zero setting is made, the true electromotive
force is equal to the potential drops across ab.

This

follows from Ohni's law,

e

where i is the current

ir,

flowing through the resistance r

ab.

(9).

As the

enif

is always adjusted to a definite value the slidewire

may be graduated to read millivolts or temperature directly.
.

The recording potentiometer (See Figure 3 and 4)

used in this project is fundamentally of the same circuit
except that the instrument recognizes the direction and

magnitude of the unbalance in the potentiometer and
in turn is balanced by a servo-motor mechanism, thus

eliminating manual balancing.

The recording mechanism

is designed with an integral selector switch capable

of serially switching four different thennocouples into
the potentiometer circuit and printing on the chart for

each couple a numeral designating the couple and a cross
indicating the temperature of the thermocouple.
4.

The Rotameter

The Rotaineter is a flow measuring instn.iment

constructed with a float in a calïbrated tube.

The

inner bore of the tube is ground on a modified taper

and the action of the float in this tube provides a
variable annular orifice at different rates of flow.
The tube is etched in terms of metric measurements

and calibrated in rate of flow in English measure,

Since the float is in equilibrium under a constant
rate of flow the sunmiation of forces acting upon the

float is equal to zero.

The dovmward. force acting
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upon the float is equal to the weight of the float
Expressed

minus the weight of the fluid displaced.

and volume.

in an equation of densities

F
F

Vf
=

-e)

(E

Force

float
of float

Volume of

Vf

Densiti1

Ef

Density of fluid medium
The upward force acting on the float is equal to
the product of pressure difference and projected axial

of

the

float.

F

=

Af (P 1

=

Force

-

Af

Area of float

P

Pressure before float

P2

Pressure after float

Converting to units of head of fluid across the
floats the previous equations may be equated when

equilibrium exists, the summation of forces being zero.

Vf(- Q)

=

A

(P1

-

F2)

Convert to units of measurements of head loss

h

=

P

-P

h

P1

-

v(e-e)
V

(Q
A

(h)

Frorìi
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the ordinary f low equations

Q

=

Av

Substituting terms (A in annular area around float)

Q

=

Af2gh

A2
L

Q

g

V(

eF

A2Q,,j

Weight is product of density and volume.

W

=

W

=

A2

g V2(

E'.

-

)

A2

L

J

These equations are the basic Rotameter equations

efficient.

and have assumed the orifice as lOO

coefficient of performance,

C

A

may be included.

Then
Q

C

A[2 g

J
and
W

C

-

A 12 g Vf (

Q

j &}

A

L
These equations reduce to

which are straight lines, with

Q.

=

J

K,A and W

a tube so

=

K2A,

ground that

the area varies directly with the height a straight

calibration cuxve results.

The practical calibration

curve (See Figure 5) deviates slightly from a straight line

indicating friction effects at low flows or slight
imperfections in grinding.

I-J
C'I

Figure

5
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The Variac

5.

The vaiac may be classified as an auto-transformer
and has only a single winding.

(See Figure 2)

A portion

of this winding is used as both a primary and secondary

winding.

The output is taken off by two lines; one is

common to the input and the other is connected. to a

brush that rotates over and in contact with the COlI.
Thus it is adjustable to any output voltage desired

within the limits of the device.
6. Relays

The apparatus to control the electrical heating load

used in the furnace consists essentially of two mutually
inductive coils and a mercury contact cell.
The mercury cell and one ccil are suspended on a

fulcrum (See Figure 2).

When the contact arm touches the

cam the generation of current in the secondary coil creates
a

force which will tip the mercury cell and close one leg

of the main circuit.

This device makes possible the

control of large anount of current by the use of a small
amount.

In this equipment the use of 10 watts controls

2400 watts.
The small amounts of current used in the miscellaneous

motors such as the synchronous notor clock, induction
motor on the blower drive, snd the universal motor drive
on the circulation fan are controlled by the use of single
pole switcies.
has

a

(See Figure 2)

The universal fan motor

variable resistance in series with it to provide

for speed control.

UL1

il

/

THE

APPARATUS

USED IN DETERMINING

Figure 9

IGNITION

TEMPERATURES

OPIRÀTION OF EQUIPMENT
The accuracy and seneitivfty of the measuring

instruments and their simplicity of operation

contribute to the value of the data in this problem.
The Rotame ter is the atmosphere metering device,

and from manufacturers data,

the calibration of the

device has been made by a number of individual tests

by different men using the

saine

procedure.

By a

cor:rparison of the data the calibrations were found to

vary no more than one percent, which is partially

atbributed to the error of reading tue calibrations.
The Brovm recording pyrometer has been compared
to USBS Standards and has been found to meet the

manufacturers standards of accuracy.

In the temperature

range of O F to 180 F the pyrometer is accurate to
or maximum deviation of 1.08 F.

From idO to 2000 F

the accuracy of the instrument is within

deflection.

,6%

of

scie

The accuracy of the temperature recording

instrument and the present range of ignition deteiination
limit the error of recordings to
The

ch-e

O.6F.

of flow of air through the system and

the concurrent recordings may be used to check the

sensitivity of the system.
The flow diagram for this apparatus involves the

introduction of a metered supply of air (or modified
atmosphere) into the pyrex tube.

Heat passes from the
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heated tube into the air stream as it travels to the
sample which is located at a fixed distance from the

exhaust end of the tube.
the tube is changed in

If the rate of air flow through

either direction the recorded

temperature will change due to

the

difference in heat

transfer.
In order to visualize the sensitivity

of the equipment

calculations of energy change resulting from a known
change of air flow and the concurrent

difference.

recorded

temperature

The change of energy may be calculated from

the formula:

C(T1-Tp)W.

Q,

Q

:

Heat energy

T1

Temperature before change of flow rate

T2

Temperature

W

Weight of air

after

The rate change of energy would be
a change in

weight,

change of

the product of

corresponding change in

the

flow rate

temperature

and specific heat.
Ql

-

=

C

(AT)(Aw)

From a known change in air supply of 0.025
changes the

recorded

temperature two

of air is the product of

volume

(V)

volume (V)

at the metering

c'ni

degrees. Weight
divided by specific

temperature.
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V

- 0.025
-

V

= 0.0017 lb per min.

The Brown pyrometer records every fivê seconds,

therefore; use the weight change during the recording
period.
0.00i

0.41b

lb per rain. x 5 sec
per
per reading =
sec per min.
recording

Energy change per recording.

12

= 0.24

(2)

(.00014') = 0.0000672 Btu per record-

ing

Convert to metric units

0.000Ö672 Btu per 5 sec x 252 Cal per Btu = 0.017
calorie per 5 sec
A recording that will indicate

a

change of 0.017

calorie every five seconds in the atmosohere surr'ounding
the samole is well within results that should be of

practical value.
The simplicity of operation may be explained by

describing the process of an ignition determination.

The

sample of paper is chosen and folded, rolled, or cut to a

desirable size to sl±de in the tube,

Thermocouples No.

1

and No. S are placed before and after the sairplo respec-

tively.
tube.

The sample and thermocoule are slid into the

Thermocouple No. 4 in effect is

a

differential

couple recording a difference in temperature between 1
3.
a

Thermocouple No.

2

is the furnace temperature

fixed location within the inner box.

and6)

arid

and has

(See Figures 3

INTERIOR OF FURNACE SHOWING SAMPLE
Figure 6
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To

avoid any darnace to the rotarneter the blower

exhaust must be closed and the fine adjustment

valve cpened before starting the blower

When

motor.

the blower iotor has attained its full speed the
two inch gate valve

supply of air.

ay be opened to obttin the desired

Finer adjustments in

te

air-flow rate

may be accomrlished by use of the by-pass valve.

For

changes in the specific gravity and temperature of the
air supply see correction nomograph Figure 7.

The

control

circuit

fixed circuits furnish the

and.

heat to execute any cam process chosen in the ignition
determination,

If

the

load.

circuits are correctly

proportioned the control circuit will maintain the

the fixed circuit
requirements of the desired

continuous progression, however; if
is adjusted in excess of the

furnace cTcle, the control circuit will
until the cycle has irogressed. to

a

add. no

energy

point where the

furnace demands energy from the control circuit.
setting

of the

fixed circuit (See Figure 2 for wirin

diagram) determines the
to the system.

The

constant aiìiount of energy added

The rate change of temperature from

this constant supply of energy imist be less

than the

desired rate in order for the control circuit to be
effective, since the latter can only add energy.

8

is

a

plot of experimentally

Figure

determined settins which

have been found. suitable for various rates of

heating.
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PRELIMINARY TESTS
The initial experiments were made on a paper chosen
at random.

It was used as a p&cking paper between alumi-

nun sheets shipped from Alcoa plant of the Aluminum

Company of America.

The paper apJears to have a wax glaze

(See Figure lO)and is somewhat on the order of tissue

pap.

From external appearances it apparently was manufactured
from wood pulp.
is known of

Aside from this information nothing more

the manufacturing history.

The first time-temperature curves had an extremely high

rate of temperature increase (12 degrees per minute) and the
sampÏe fired at 650 F.

In the tests following various rates

of temperature change were

eloyed

and were observed to

effect the ignition temperature considerably.
hour,

For the eight

straight line cycle the ignition temperature dropped

to 540 F.

(See sketch of typical ignition determination,

Figure II).
The primary change in the advanced oxidation rate may
be the danger point in the storage of such material since
the only noticeable

effect is the discoloration of the

sample and the emission of a faint blue smoke.

Within the

autogeneous oxidation range and near the ignition temperature the smoke becomes white with only a bluish tinge.

There is a faint explosion, the smoke clears instantly and
the renaming material burns.

Original has tissue
paper glued over
numbers.

f

THE

p

p

-

IGNITION TEMPERATURE
OF THE ABOVE TEST SAMPLE
RECORDED

Figure

IO

In the 1owe

rates of tenmerature increase (one-half

degree per minute) smoke is never visible although the
odors from the ethaust of the tub;2ang1ngfrorii 400 F

upwardoroved that some chemicals were evaporating.
At 500 F the sample began to shrink and at 670 F the

sample was exsìained and found to have shrunk to

one-third the original size.

Ignition of this ssiple

occurred at 700 F.
The manner in which the sample

is prepared has some

effect upon the evaporation of the chemicals from the
specimen, for instance, if the sample is rolled

tightly and closed at each end in order to retain as

many of the elements as possible from evaporating
into the surrounding atmosphere, the ignition temperature

again is 540 F even with a low rate of temperature increase.
(See Figure 12 for effect of time rate of temperature

increase on ignition).
The explosion at the ignition tenperature indicates
that the

analysis of

the

gases may

prove beneficial in

the study of ignition phenomena, that IS,In

deterrining

the ignition temperature of a gaseous mixture in or near
the 540 F it is possible this gas contains combustible

elements evaporated from the paper specimen.

With a

few minor additions of tubing and instruments this

equipment may be adaDted to analyze the

ethaust gases

of some representative soecimen at different temperature

levels in a low rate process.
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If the assumption that volatile substances evaporate

from the paper is correct, the velocity of air around
the sariole will affect the ignition temperature by

reducing the concenfration of volatile gases.

The

concentration could be reduced by using high velocity
atmosphere, thereby:

increasing the ignition temperature.

The apoaratus may be easily adapted to ignition
temperatui'e testing in any combination of the following

variables:
1.

Processes and rates of teperature change.
(See FiguTe 13)

2.

Q.uantity and velocity of atmosphere around

specimen.
3.

Type of atmosphere surrounding specimen.

4.

S':all

pressure veriations similar to atmospheric

changes.
In addition to the above information the manufacturing

history, the chemical analysis and analysis of the gases

evarorating from the specinlen during

a

heating process

will aid in establishing the basic knowledge necessary
to solve the many oroblems.
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OONCLUSIOI'S

In the initial tests of ignition temperature
the results have brought out new factors to be

considered.

No

definite

conclusions can be dravn

from the initia]. results, however; the results
show that ignition involves a ttme

element in some

substances if not all.

Many authors state that ignition is only an
event in time and does not contain time as one of
the controlling variables.

In this equipmenb the time-

teiperature increase rate may be closely controlled
and through this operating characteristic it has

been possible to show that a given sample of

paper

may vary 540 F to 800 F.
From the heating and ignition curve of a substance
an increased oxidation rate is evident in the

differential thermocouple reding and the thermocouple
temrerature after the sample.
oxidation, however

This advancing rate of

does not necessarily fix the

ignition temperature, since even though it may not
ignite, the sample is liberating energy to the

surrounding air.
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In the lower time rates of temperature increase
the beginning and the end point in the oxidation reaction
are less rronounced, evidently the oxidation iocess

also contains time as factor.
Summarizing the discussion of the ignition
temperature of a substance the inherent factors in
determining the experimental procedure might be stated
to be:

1.
2.

proper criterion of ignition temperature
Type of process tobe simulated.
A

3. Accuracy of measurements.
4. Standardization of equipment components.
5. Rate of temperature change and tinge elapse
during process o: detennination
6. Quantity and rate of air flow.

7. Composition of atmosphere surrounding
specimen.
Equipment has been designed and

biiilt

and a

test

procedure outlined believed to be capable of yielding
results of practical significance. Time limitations
have not permitted an extensive program of testing
which might well forn the subject matter for an additional

thesis;

which would be the study of the

of papers,

fibers,

ignition tenipxirea
other organic

products, and
materials subject to storage under conditions where
they may become heated from external sources.
wood
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